
Sealed Mindset Video Training Series
Session 8 - Dynamic Weapon Positions
Student Guide

These weapons positions are used to facilitate movement, lower weapon signature, and reduce 
“sweeping” non-threats.

Transitions to and from mirror the normal weapons presentation.

We have established that the default position is toward the threat, now we have positions we can move 
to when we make the choice to move.

Muzzle Awareness and Trigger Finger Awareness are critical when transitioning to these positions and 
moving while in these positions.

The strong hand wrist stays locked and directly in front of the elbow at all times.  Therefore the strong 
hand elbow always drives all movement.

Two Hand High
Used when there are possible threats close by and strong weapons retention is important.
Increases your ability to defend yourself, but has a high weapons signature.

Moving to Two Hand High
1. Move to Position 3 of the weapons presentation
2. Support hand is loose on the grip
3. Keep wrists locked
4. Keep elbows in the same position 
5. Rotate weapon and arms up placing the gun next to your head, barrel pointed to the sky
6. Use your elbows to defend yourself if necessary

Moving from Two Hand High
1. Keep elbows and wrists locked 
2. Rotate weapon and arms down into Position 3 of the weapons presentation
3. Finish weapons presentation – pressing up and out

One Hand High 
Used when rapid movement is necessary.
Limits your ability to defend yourself, high weapons signature, and low weapons retention.

Moving to One Hand High
1. Move to Position 3 of the weapons presentation
2. Support hand releases the grip
3. Keep wrist locked
4. Keep elbow in the same position 
5. Rotate weapon and arms up placing the gun next to your head, barrel pointed to the sky
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Moving from One Hand High
1. Keep elbow and wrist locked 
2. Rotate weapon and arms down into Position 3 of the weapons presentation
3. Slide index finger of the Support hand to trigger guard, complete a loose grip
4. Finish weapons presentation – pressing up and out

Two Hand Low
Used when there are possible threats close by and strong weapons retention is important. 
Used when low profile but extra retention is necessary.
Lowers your weapons signature.
Increases your ability to defend yourself.

Moving to Two Hand Low
1. Move to Position 3 of the weapons presentation
2. Support hand is straight across the front of the grip, applying rearward pressure
3. Primary hand  grip is strong with the thumb high, applying forward pressure
4. Keep wrists locked
5. Keep elbows in the same position 
6. Pull the Primary Hand Elbow back and up
7. Support hand arm should be level and straight across your midsection
8. The barrel is pointed to the ground about your body height in front of your feet

Moving from Two Hand Low
1. Keep elbows and wrists locked 
2. Drive the Primary hand elbow forward and down – driving the weapon to Position 3
3. Finish weapons presentation – pressing up and out

One Hand Low
Used when the lowest weapons signature is necessary. 
Used when rotation / pivoting is necessary.
Used when in a non-threatening crowd.
Severely limits your ability to defend yourself.

Moving to One Hand Low
1. Move to Position 3 of the weapons presentation
2. Support hand moves to the far side of the body or out in front of you
3. Keep wrist locked
4. Keep elbow in the same position 
5. Pull the Primary Hand Elbow back and up
6. Slightly rotate the slide away from your body, placing the magazine on your side
7. The barrel is pointed to the ground about 1’ to 2’ in front of your feet
8. Take care to not point the weapon at your Support hand or lower body
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Moving from One Hand Low
1. Keep elbow and wrist locked 
2. Rotate the slide toward your body, leveling the gun
3. Support Hand moves to weak side of the stomach
4. Drive the Primary hand elbow forward and down – driving the weapon to Position 3
5. Finish weapons presentation – pressing up and out
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